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Tasking  
 
Synthesis Partners was tasked by the Department of Energy (DOE) to undertake research to 
address the following specific issues regarding traction drive power inverters and their 
application in the hybrid and electric passenger vehicle markets: 
 

1. Identify power electronics cost structure and cost drivers 
 

2. Provide clarity for power electronics component costs 
 

3. Determine individual component costs in a representative traction drive inverter 
 
Sources and Methods 
 
This research and analysis effort accessed a wide range of primary and secondary sources over 
a six-month period of time. Table 1 below provides summary information concerning the 
sources searched during the November 2010 – April 2011 timeframe.   
 
We analyzed a variety of targeted secondary sources, including 27 market research reports, 
data on 67 companies, a number of journal articles and white papers.  Personal interviews were 
conducted with researchers and industry leaders.  Table 1 below presents more detailed 
information.   
 
Primary research (i.e., in-person site visits, personal and telephone interviews, and detailed 
email exchanges) focused on the manufacturers and researchers that best represented the 
state-of-the-art in power inverter and power electronics research and development, primarily in 
the US and secondarily overseas.  The collection and analysis accessed English-language 
sources.  Research focused on the costs and cost structure of power inverters for the 
automotive market.  
 
Table 1:  Research Summary 
 
Source Number Researched Percentage Relevant 
Market Research Reports 27 15% 
Companies  67 51% 
Universities* 16 75% 
National Laboratories 4 50% 
   *Schools with programs in either hybrid vehicle or power electronics research 
   
Companies Contacted Negative or No 

Response 
Positive Response 

ABB Semiconductors  X 
AC Propulsion X  
Advanced Energy X  
Arens X  
ATS  X 
Azure Dynamics Corp X  
Bosch  X 
Centric AutoMotive  X 
Chrysler LLC X  
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Continental AG X  
Delphi  X 
Delta-Q X  
Denso North America X  
Enova X  
FEV  X 
Ford  X 
GM  X 
Hitachi America X  
Infineon  X 
IvySys Technologies  X 
Lear X  
Magna E-car Systems E-Car  X 
Mitsubishi Electric Automotive USA X  
Odyne X  
Phoenix International  X 
Powerex X  
Ricardo  X 
SatCon Electronics X  
SBE  X 
Semikron  X 
Siemens USA X  
TDK Lambda X  
Toyota  X 
UQM  X 
US Hybrid  X 
   

Labs/Agencies Contacted   
ORNL  X 
NREL  X 

   
Universities Contacted   

ETEC VUB  X 
ETH Zurich X  
Illinois Inst of Technology  X 
University of Maryland  X 

   
 
The interviews conducted in conjunction with this study provided many constructive comments 
and suggestions.  However, the interviewees were not asked to endorse the conclusions or 
recommendations contained herein, nor did they see the final draft of the report before its 
release to the Department of Energy. 
 
Key Findings 

 
 Synthesis applied an integrated bottom-up and top-down assessment methodology in 

this study in order to incorporate both detailed case-study information that is frequently 
proprietary and higher-level market information.  This approach permitted integration of 
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technical, business and manufacturing perspectives on power inverter production from a 
select group of sources.  Naturally, there are instances where “apples-to-oranges” 
comparisons became inevitable.  However, Synthesis endeavored to ensure the best 
available information – accurate, attributable and/or true to the intent of company-
proprietary communications – is included in this study. 
 

 Quantitative cost-driver information for a current production line inverter, as well as an 
automotive inverter that will be in production within the next five years, is contained in 
Figures 11 and 12 below.  
 

 The particulars of inverter design, engineering strategy, and technical choices can differ 
significantly within the automotive segment, even within a particular vehicle class. 
 

 An assessment of cost drivers for inverters in the automotive industry is not necessarily 
directly applicable to other industry sectors (such as photovoltaic or wind energy). 

 
 Some inverter producers seek to expand collaborative design methodologies alongside 

OEMs, though this approach appears to be less prevalent in North America than in 
Europe.  However, there are indications that US manufacturers are beginning to 
implement this approach for power electronics production. 

 
 The North America traction drive inverter supply base appears poised to head in the 

direction of commoditization of automotive traction drive inverters, or a longer-term, a 
more vertically integrated and collaborative model, or some combination of the above.   

 
 This study sought, but did not identify, public research that assessed life cycle cost 

management of power inverters in any significant detail. 
 

 OEMs and inverter suppliers have different perspectives about what is the most cost-
effective approach to convert inverter design and manufacturing into marketable 
products – and this leads to differing points of view about relative importance of cost 
drivers. 

 
 Rising energy prices, the Japan tsunami, a relatively limited North American supply-base 

and an ongoing shortage of skilled human capital are creating conditions for potential 
supply chokepoints and a rising cost floor in inverter manufacturing.   

 
 Industry competition, particularly capital investment by photovoltaic and wind energy 

sectors, is predicted to exacerbate existing shortages of inverter components in some 
markets over the 2011 to 2015 timeframe.  

 
o Finely machined copper and cooling systems have been in limited supply; this 

appears to have more to do with limited manufacturing capacity than any 
limitation on materials. 

 
 There is a dire shortage of expertise in power electronics engineering in North America.  

The gap between demand and supply of power electronics engineers will necessarily 
increase the cost of doing business, particularly among North American suppliers, in 
power electronics manufacturing over the next five years. 
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 In contrast, industry competition, increasing production volumes, and new entrants to the 
field may create paths to cost reductions through improved manufacturing practices 
operating at larger scales.  However, this outcome is viewed as more likely in the long-
term (beyond 2016), and does not offset the aforementioned supply-base shortages for 
power inverters which are envisioned over the nearer-term (2011-2015). 

 
 The development of traction drive inverter standards for automotive applications by 

industry and government agencies may be of particular value in creating conditions for 
vertically integrated supply chain cost management in the next 5-10 years.  

 
 In general, the study found the following cost driver information (please see Tables in the 

body of the study for detailed information on cost drivers and component-specific costs): 
 

o Labor is a primary cost driver at very low production numbers. 
 

o Unit costs begin to decline as volume grows from 20,000 to 80,000 units; above 
100,000 units the cost curve flattens due to the need to duplicate production lines 
and equipment.  

 
o Increasing production from 100,000 to 200,000 units per year would reduce unit 

costs by five percent.  At that point manufacturing validation and quality control 
becomes the dominant cost.  

 
o Unit costs decrease 15-30 percent every five years of production. 

 
o Four manufacturers interviewed believe that inverters are overdesigned, thus 

driving up costs.  
 

 Inverters are currently designed to peak conditions because there is 
insufficient real-world drive cycle data to define the requirements more 
precisely. 

 
o Integration of components or functions is a potential strategy to lower costs.  

Manufacturers’ views vary concerning the efficacy to produce significant cost 
reductions. 

 
o Warranty costs should be considered as they also affect the inverter’s design; it 

is possible that lowering the warranty coverage of these components could 
reduce costs. 
 

 Analysis of primary source interviews generated the following information regarding 
component-specific and related cost-drivers: 
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Type of Cost Driver by Frequency Cited 
 

Cost Driver Number of 
Times 
Identified 
as Cost 
Driver 

Number of 
Times 
Identified 
as Most 
Important 
Cost 
Driver* 

Silicon devices 8 5 
Low volume 7 1 
Capacitors 6  
Circuit Boards 5 1 
Connectors 5 1 
Thermal management 5 1 
Housing/Packaging 4  
Sensors 4  
Gate Drivers 3  
Control Boards 2  
Microprocessors 2  
Agency compliance 1  
EMC requirements 1  
Emphasis on "transformational" vs. "evolutionary" 
technology 

1  

Information silos 1  
Lack of standardization 1  
Material costs 1  
Overdesigning 1  
Technology generation 1  

* Reflects information from select primary sources that prioritized the cost drivers. 
Source:  Synthesis Partners (2011)  

 
 The Tier 1 manufacturers interviewed believe that they should be more involved in the 

requirements definition phase of the inverter design process in order to participate in 
defining new options for cost reductions, value creation, and efficiencies in the 
manufacture of the final inverters.  

 
 One manufacturer expressed concern over the effect that US tariffs, no matter how small 

in percentage terms, have on the price of power electronics components imported into 
the US from Asia.  These tariffs have increasingly negative impacts on US-based 
assemblers as demand for inverters increase.  

 
 Increasing power density in power electronics alone will not necessarily lead to reduced 

costs in power inverters, as the costs of inverters are driven to a much greater extent by 
the specific vehicle and its associated performance envelope(s). 

 
 All cost estimates in this report are rounded to the nearest $1.  The projected numbers 

are just that, and are not intended to be definitive. 
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 Drill-Down on Toyota Data 
 

o Toyota reduced the cost of its Prius hybrid system by 50 percent in its second 
generation.  The company subsequently reduced the cost by another 35 percent 
in the third generation.  System weight and mass were also reduced, though not 
proportionally.   
 

o In the absence of game-changers in design or production technology, Synthesis 
estimates that Toyota will meet DOE’s $182 cost goal for automotive traction 
drive inverters in 12 to 18 years, given the current rate of improvement.  

 
o Synthesis estimates an average factory cost of $693 for a typical “Prius-type” 

hybrid inverter/converter unit (ICU) with a single (motor only) inverter, based on 
analysis of information from several sources, including from the National 
Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences.   

 
 In general, Synthesis estimates that DOE’s $182 cost goal for single-inverter power 

inverters will be met in 15 to 20 years time, based on a projected cost reduction of 15 to 
30 percent every five years.  This estimate is based on the assumption that it is unlikely 
that there will be a game-changing technology that will drive the costs of power inverters 
below the trend lines discussed in this study. 
 

 Synthesis’ two cost target projections – the first for Toyota and the second based on a 
variety of industry sources – ended up being very similar.  Synthesis estimates that it will 
take 12 to18 years for Toyota (based on data Toyota has made public) to meet DOE’s 
$182 cost goal whereas it is estimated that it will take 15 to 20 years for the rest of the 
industry to meet DOE’s $182 cost goal for a single inverter.  This may be surprising 
given the conventional wisdom that Toyota is significantly ahead of other OEMs in terms 
of HEV design and manufacturing experience. 
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Background 
 
Automotive traction drive inverters are solid-state inverters with no moving parts.  An inverter is 
an electrical device that converts direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC).  An automotive 
traction drive inverter converts DC from the car's batteries to AC to drive the electric motor that 
provides power to the wheels (motor inverter). An inverter is used to convert AC from the 
generator to DC to recharge the batteries through regenerative breaking (generator inverter). 
 
The design of the traction drive inverter is determined by the application’s specific drive cycle 
performance needs, which includes many variables such as operating temperature, peak and 
continuous power, size and weight.  Each of these performance requirements in turn drives 
cost.  Most automotive application inverters generally have a maximum rating in the 600V to 
1200V range.  Power and frequency (measured in Hertz, or Hz) are managed by hardware 
embedded as integrated circuits that make up the “brains”, or power control units (PCU).  The 
PCU manages the inverter’s operation across the vehicle drive cycle regime.  
 
Although most current inverter designs incorporate both the motor inverter and generator 
inverter into the traction drive inverter unit, some hybrid architectures may only include the 
motor inverter in the primary inverter unit.  In this case, the generator inverter would be in a 
separate assembly that would still be a component of the overall hybrid system PCU but not 
included in the manufacturing cost of the traction drive inverter.  This is an important distinction, 
and is raised below in the discussion of manufacturing costs.  Synthesis’ cost analysis and cost 
projections are always explicitly linked to either a single inverter unit (motor inverter only) or a 
dual inverter system (motor and generator inverter in-one-box) hybrid drive systems. 
 
Please see Figures 1 through 6 below for various views of a representative automotive traction 
drive inverter.  The inverters pictured are dual-inverter units, incorporating both the motor 
inverter and the generator inverter in the primary inverter unit.  This is the configuration, used by 
Toyota in their current hybrid vehicles, making it the primary inverter configuration in use today. 
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Figure 1:  Power Inverter, Exterior 
 

Power Inverter, Exterior 

 
Source: Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
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Figure 2:  Power Inverter, Front 
 

Power Inverter, Front 

 
Source: Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
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Figure 3:  Power Inverter, Side 
 

Power Inverter, Side 

 
Source: Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
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Figure 4:  Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 1 
 

Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 1 

 
Source: Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
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Figure 5:  Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 2 
 

Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 2 

 
Source:  Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
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Figure 6:  Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 3 
 

Overall Configuration of Power Inverter, View 3 

 
Source: Synthesis adaption of illustration from Hitachi Patent Filed April 5, 2007 – Pub. No. 
2007/0246635 A1 
 
Figure 7, from the ORNL report “Evaluation of The 2007 Toyota Camry Hybrid Synergy Drive 
System,” provides a photograph of the internal components in the inverter from the subject 
vehicle and their arrangement.  
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Figure 7: Internal Components of 2007 Toyota Camry Hybrid Inverter 
 

 
Source:  ORNL report “Evaluation Of The 2007 Toyota Camry Hybrid Synergy Drive System” 
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A partial listing of the key components and their major functions in a representative traction 
drive inverter is listed in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2:  Major Power Inverter Components 
 
Component Function 
Boost converter “Step up” the voltage from the battery 
Busbars Connect or distribute electricity to multiple devices 
Cooling element/thermal 
management 

Keep the operating temperature within the specified limits for the 
power electronics, usually by using liquid coolant 

Current sensor Detect electric current and generate a signal proportional to it 
DC-link capacitor Act as energy storage and filter for the DC link voltage. 

Driver board 
Contains IGBT drivers which provide high levels of gate current 
for short periods of time 

External connector Connect the inverter to the rest of the vehicle’s power system 

Heatsink/cold plate 
Passive cooling device that absorbs heat from the power 
electronics then dissipates it  

Housing 
Contains all the other device components and may include 
integrated cooling channels 

IGBT module 
Contains the IGBTs and circuits necessary to interface with the 
rest of the system 

Logic board Contains all necessary components for control of the system 
Microprocessor Control the operation of the system 
MOSFET Amplifies or switches electronic signals 
Smoothing capacitor Decreases variation in the output AC voltage 
Snubber capacitor  Suppresses transient voltage when peak current is generated 
Watchdog circuit Triggers a system reset in the event of a fault condition 
Source:  Synthesis Partners (2011) 
 
Study Approach 
 
This study used a case-study approach to collect, analyze, and integrate data on automotive 
traction drive inverter cost drivers to address the study’s three objectives, which were to identify: 
 

1. Power electronics cost structure and cost drivers, 
2. Power electronics component costs, and 
3. Individual component costs in a representative traction drive inverter 

 
The work developed detailed primary source case studies through the integration of in-person 
site visits and telephone interviews and secondary source background collection.  The 
information and findings contained in this report are derived from these case study results. The 
case studies themselves contain significant proprietary information and are therefore not 
included in this report.   
 
This study focuses on the manufacturing cost analysis elements (the sum of costs of all 
resources consumed in the process of making a product), with plant and overhead cost 
considerations added to manufacturing costs, as feasible (which is to say, factory cost).  In the 
final section, this study makes estimates about current and projected factory costs because 
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factory costs are the most inclusive representation of the data gathered in this study, and by 
definition account for the plant-specific assumptions included in the case study information.  
 
A combined bottom-up and top-down approach is taken to assessing power inverter factory 
costs in this study.   
 
The bottom-up approach uses case study information to draw conclusions about costs and cost 
drivers, and where possible, component-level cost information.  A section on Toyota-specific 
power density and implied cost information is also provided. This bottom-up analysis appears in 
the sections: 
 

 Power Inverter Cost Drivers 
 Component-Specific Cost Drivers 
 Other Cost Drivers 
 Discussion: Toyota-Specific Power Density and Implied Cost Information 

 
A top-down analysis follows, which employs current market prices and third party analyses of 
the Prius inverter to perform a cost analysis of power inverters.  This analysis is provided in the 
section entitled, “Top-Down Approach to Deriving Factory Costs for Inverter Units.”  
 
The concluding section entitled, “Estimated Factory Costs” provides a final assessment of 
estimated factory costs for the main power inverter component categories, in the current year 
and with five and ten-year projections – anchored to production runs of 100,000 units. 
 
All primary source findings, to the extent they are not proprietary, are integrated in this report.  
Where necessary, sources of information are anonymized to protect and honor collection 
agreements.  Overall, this study accessed and developed information from hundreds of 
commercial, proprietary, and non-proprietary primary and secondary sources. 
 
Caveats to Study Collection and Findings 
 
This section outlines several caveats that affect the interpretation of the study’s findings. 
 
All cost estimates in this report are suggestive only and are rounded to the nearest $1.  Due to 
rounding errors and the complexity of power electronics, the estimates should be assumed to be 
starting points for discussion and not definitive. 
 
This study addresses two major types of inverter systems: first, the larger Prius/Fusion hybrid 
system (dual-inverter system) in the top-down analysis, and second, source-specific 
interpretations of single- and dual-inverter assemblies in the bottom-up analysis.  The 
combination of these data points provides a more complete view regarding opportunities for and 
constraints to cost competitive traction drive inverter systems.  To avoid comparisons of 
dissimilar systems, Synthesis notes throughout the type of inverter assembly under discussion. 
 
An assessment of the cost drivers of inverters in the automotive industry does not necessarily 
apply directly to analyses of costs drivers in other applications.  At a basic level automotive 
inverters are similar in design to inverters used in a wide range of other applications, such as 
switching power supplies in computer servers and those used to supply AC power from 
photovoltaic (PV) or wind turbine DC sources.  However, differences in design, integration, test, 
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engineering, and manufacturing among the different industry sectors results in a variety of 
complex implications for cost drivers. 
 
Even within the automotive sector, inverter producer design, engineering strategies and 
technical choices can differ significantly, even in some cases for the same vehicle types.  This 
suggests the need for caution in drawing broad conclusions from research that addresses a 
particular type of inverter cost-base – or even a specific inverter producer’s cost-base.  This 
study canvassed a range of producers to identify broad areas of consensus concerning cost 
drivers in a field that is highly stratified in both business and engineering respects.  
 
Each inverter producer has a particular history, business approach, and technical method for 
addressing the challenge of meeting specific automotive traction drive inverters requirements.  
All operate under a range of constraints, including specific temperature ranges, humidity and 
vibration levels, life cycle reliability requirements, and specialized form factors.  Further, inverter 
suppliers in the automotive sector must design to these and other constraints at the lowest 
possible cost.  Trends in cost drivers are affected by the different approaches various 
manufacturers take to the design of automotive inventors. 
 
For example, some inverter producers seek to expand collaborative design methodologies in 
conjunction with OEMs. These collaborative strategies leverage kereitsu-type (value from 
horizontal and vertical integration of the supply base) benefits and cost-performance 
advantages that may be available by vertical integration of the requirements definition, design, 
and engineering process across the supply chain.  This approach appears to be less prevalent 
in North America than in Europe.  However, there are indications that US inverter manufacturers 
are beginning to evaluate the potential benefits and risks of adopting this approach.  For 
example, Infineon and GM co-published a 2010 paper entitled “HEV Architectures - Power 
Electronics Optimization through Collaboration, Sub-topic: Inverter Design and Collaboration” in 
which they state: 
 

Probably nowhere in the automotive industry more than in vehicle electrification does the 
need to collaborate exist.  Driven by extreme cost pressure, timing, and technology 
issues, and compounded by the fact that vehicle electrification is at its core, the 
convergence of the industrial and automotive worlds will depend on their ability to 
collaborate... Collaboration will not only be the cornerstone to optimizing HEV from the 
architecture perspective, but it will enable the value proposition of the entire application 
all the way to the end customer. 

 
While the pursuit of individualized design and engineering strategies by inverter producers can 
lead to innovative products, it also likely results in higher costs to the OEM if there is limited 
competition among the inverter suppliers in the early stages of the product definition process.  
This is simply because inverter producers that are sole suppliers tend to over-engineer a 
product in order to meet a requirement 100 percent of the time, even if a lower “good enough” 
standard may be feasible.  
 
Recognizing this, the OEMs interviewed pursue a strategy of collaboration with inverter 
producers and an approach that emphasizes the broadest possible competition among the 
largest number of suppliers to realize the lowest-cost inverter.  Industry-standard competitive 
RFPs are employed.  At the present time, it is likely that this multi-mode engagement strategy 
will continue to characterize OEM-Tier 1 interactions.  North American OEMs are still in the 
process of working out the best approach to producing inverters, and the manufacturing process 
has yet to be fully standardized or commoditized.  
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The multiplicity of technical and business approaches is not surprising, given the relative youth 
of the automotive traction drive inverter industry.  This technology is approximately 15 years old 
(three to four generations), as illustrated by Figure 8.  By comparison, other automotive 
technologies such as the catalytic converter and airbags sensors are very mature, having been 
developed and refined for almost 40 years.  The result is that inverter manufacturers currently 
take a variety of approaches to the design and engineering of traction drive inverters as they 
work to balance cost and performance in the fast-growing and highly competitive inverter 
market.  This is typical for high-tech industries in the early part of the technology life cycle S-
curve in which many different combinations of techniques, technologies, and manufacturing 
processes compete in a rapidly changing and expanding market.  In the later stages of the S-
curve (where the curve flattens out, and performance-to-cost ratios stabilize), the number of 
firms and technology development and manufacturing approaches tend to consolidate in a 
smaller number of high-volume/high-return paths.  This more settled market stage does not 
appear to be imminent for automotive inverter suppliers, and, as such, the winning approaches 
are not yet known.   
 
Figure 8:  History of Toyota’s Hybrid Vehicle Development, 1996-2009 
 

 
Source:  Toyota Motor Corporation Presentation “Toyota Hybrid Synergy Drive.”  February 25, 2010 
 
The average time from technology design to implementation in the automotive industry is five to 
seven years.  Therefore any change in the underlying method of design and manufacture of 
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traction drive inverters will not likely be applied to actual production for at least five to seven 
years.  The examples of upcoming inverter technology addressed in this study (see analysis of 
Projected Future Power Inverter Cost Drivers below) are intended for implementation in five to 
seven years.  In that sense, these examples represent future automotive technology.  
Automotive traction drive inverters currently in use are also the subject of analysis in this study 
(see analysis of Current Power Inverter Cost Drivers).  Wherever needed the distinctions are 
made explicitly. 
 
Cost Analysis Methodologies: A Power Electronic Systems Perspective 
 
This section characterizes different elements of a power electronics cost analysis and places 
the present study into the context of cost study best practices. 
 
Power electronics manufacturing cost analyses are both very complex and rare.  Very few 
sources provide integrated analysis or pragmatic guidance on the study of costs as applied to 
power electronics products.  In fact, as noted in a recent paper on the subject, “with few 
exceptions the current course offerings in electronic packaging do not even mention the 
analysis of costs (manufacturing or otherwise) associated with the topics treated or the 
technological solutions considered. There is also no consideration of environmental aspects 
such as waste minimization in the manufacturing environment (an absolutely critical economic 
element in printed wiring board manufacture) and end-of-life concerns (a significant cost driver 
for products subject to takeback legislation in Europe).”  (Sandborn, et al, “New Course 
Development in Electronic Products and Systems Cost Analysis”) 
 
Research revealed a graduate-level course that focuses on cost modeling as it applies to power 
electronics, offered at the Department of Mechanical Engineering, at the University of Maryland, 
College Park.  In developing this overview of the major elements of power electronics cost 
analyses, Synthesis assessed a variety of secondary sources and spoke with the lead professor 
of the cost-modeling course, Dr. Peter Sandborn (cited above).  
 
The process of assessing the cost of power electronics systems includes elements of several 
different cost assessment methodologies, including: 
 

o Traditional engineering economics 
o Manufacturing process modeling 
o Product life cycle cost management concepts 
o Environmental life cycle cost assessment   

 
The availability of data to populate the above cost model and methodologies is a challenging 
proposition per the experience of this study.  If these data are collected, the results of each of 
these models are combined and integrated to produce a practical foundation for predicting the 
actual cost of electric systems.  
 
Dr. Sandborn notes in his writing that every product chosen for analysis is different and presents 
a unique set of analytical issues.  A combined top-down (market price to cost based on 
functional product decomposition) and bottom-up (from the bills of materials cost data to the 
eventual combination of the various components) approach is needed.  However, the top-down 
analysis process is not well documented, and it cannot be applied in a consistent manner, given 
the variety of products.  Cost analysts are required to think as engineers, constrained by the 
available data and required to find reasonable ways to make effective top-down analysis 
arguments. 
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As noted above, this study focuses on the manufacturing cost analysis elements (the sum of 
costs of all resources consumed in the process of making a product), with plant and overhead 
cost considerations added to manufacturing costs, as feasible (that is, factory cost).  
 
The study was not intended to address life cycle cost management and environmental life cycle 
cost assessment.  Product life cycle costs are associated with design, sustainment, and end-of-
life considerations. This study’s case studies focus on specifics from actual inverter power 
inverter fabrication operations, and from that information identify both bottom-up and top-down 
findings regarding the most important components and their relative (and absolute) cost 
contributions.  The proprietary case study knowledge provides essential (though particularized) 
context for the top-down analysis, today and in the near future. 
 
In many experts’ experience, the bottom-up detailed cost models may have relative accuracy 
(i.e., may get the ratio of labor to materials costs right), but could have poor absolute accuracy.  
On the other hand, while a top-down analysis enables “reverse engineering” to an overall cost 
number, it will not necessarily provide information concerning how this cost number is broken 
out amongst labor, equipment, tooling, materials, and other elements.  Therefore, this study 
employs both a bottom-up and top-down approach to produce a final factory cost estimate that 
is as precise and accurate as possible. 
 
Manufacturing cost elements focus on process-flow/technical cost modeling, parametric, cost-
of-ownership, and activity-based costing methods.  Also included in factory cost analyses are 
the effects of learning curves, data uncertainty, test and rework processes, and defects.  This 
study sought out answers to each of these elements by seeking out the cost drivers and cost 
impacts of each significant stage in the manufacturing process, including the fabrication, 
assembly, and integration of power electronics systems. 
 
Very few, if any, studies are available that competently estimate the manufacturing or lifecycle 
cost of a power electronics system in any industry – not just in the automotive industry.  We 
believe that the reasons for the lack of full-scope power electronics cost assessments include:  
 

o Few have the competency to perform this type of analysis 
o A useful analysis takes time and is costly, and 
o The relative immaturity of the domain of power electronics, wherein innovation 

continuously drives new and lower cost products into the market, means that the shelf 
life of a cost analysis may be limited.   

 
In other words, the equivalent of an accelerated Moore’s Law may apply to formal cost analysis 
models, just as it does to the target power electronics systems and products that cost analyses 
attempt to analyze. 
 
Figure 9 provides a slight variation on a diagram produced by Dr. Sandborn in “Using Teardown 
Analysis to Teach Cost Modeling,“ to visualize the variables impacting costs, and their 
connections.  The dotted line indicates the processes Synthesis analyzed in this study.  
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Figure 9:  Cost Analysis Diagram   
 

Cost Analysis Diagram Indicating Areas Covered in this Study  

 
Source: Synthesis analysis of diagram from Sandborn, “Using Teardown Analysis to Teach Cost 
Modeling” 

 
As outlined in Figure 9, one can – through a combination of top-down and bottom-up analysis – 
estimate the upper and lower bounds on what a product ought to cost.  Specifically,  a top-down 
analysis uses cost estimates that are based on function rather than the components that 
implement that function, and starts with what the product should (or must) cost to be offered at a 
specific price.   A bottom-up analysis uses the cost of each process step and/or component.  
These costs are accumulated to produce the final cost estimate. 
 
Figure 10 provides a different perspective.  Again, the dotted line indicates those areas which 
Synthesis analyzed. 
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Figure 10:  Key Concepts Forming the Foundation for the Electronics Products and Systems 
Cost Analysis 
 

Key Concepts Forming the Foundation for the Electronics Products and Systems Cost 
Analysis 

 
Source: Synthesis analysis of diagram from Peter Sandborn, “New Course Development in 
Electronic Products and Systems Cost Analysis” 

 
In brief, this study seeks to untangle the multiple, complex factors affecting cost drivers in 
automotive traction drive inverters by avoiding any suggestion of a “one-size fits all” approach.  
 
Market Forces Affecting the Inverter Cost Landscape 
 
A number of factors are creating conditions for potential supply chokepoints and increasing 
costs in inverter manufacturing, including: 

 Relatively limited US domestic manufacturing capacity 
 Increasing market demand for P/HEVs 
 Increasing market demand for solar and wind power 
 Broad and complex impact of the March 11 earthquake and tsunami in Japan 
 Rising energy costs   

 
While research sources did not explicitly state that supply disruptions existed due to the 
Japanese earthquake and tsunami, they did identify emerging bottlenecks in the supply of 
certain critical skills and materials for power inverters.  This event demonstrated how the 
semiconductor supply chain responds to major disruptions.  While the impact has been focused 
on computer and personal electronics manufacturing, the disaster and recovery process has 
demonstrated some weaknesses in the automotive supply chain.  North American OEMs are 
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each addressing these impacts differently, based on individual sustainment and business 
strategies, and particularized supply chains. 
 
Another factor affecting the supply and costs of automotive power inverters is the increasing 
demand for solar (photovoltaic, or PV) and wind energy.  The demand for PV and wind energy 
inverters are both projected to increase significantly by 2020.  Clean Edge Inc. predicts the total 
installation capital expenditure for wind power will grow from $60.5 billion in 2010 to $122.9 
billion in 2020.  They project similar growth in photovoltaics, with systems and installation capital 
expenditure growing from $71.2 billion in 2010 to $113.6 billion by 2020.  That represents a two-
fold increase in annual systems and installation costs for both solar and wind capital investment, 
to be realized over ten years.   
 
This growth in the demand for solar and wind energy will drive increased demand for inverters.   
However, there are a limited number of inverter manufacturers that can meet this demand.  Tom 
Haddon of IMS Research reports that because of surging demand in the European PV market in 
2010, “inverter production was unable to keep up with demand due to a shortage of 
components” and “[s]hipments of small three-phase PV inverters rated between 10-20 kW grew 
by around 200% in 2010.”   He warns “[t]he inventory of inverters [in Europe] is expected to be 
depleted by the end of the second quarter of this year.” While he is speaking strictly in the 
context of the PV inverter market, many of the same materials and components are used in 
automotive inverters.  As both markets grow, competition for parts and materials could lead to 
short-term shortages until suppliers and manufactures catch up with demand. 
 
Finally, there is a significant shortage of expertise in power electronics engineering. The number 
of jobs for power electronics engineers far outstrips the supply, especially in the US.  This point 
was raised by the key sources in each of the case studies.  Companies which design 
automotive power electronics have resorted to hiring foreign engineers, training their own power 
electronics engineers internally, and/or attempting to hire experienced engineers from 
companies in other inverter markets.  The gap between the supply and demand of power 
electronics engineers will likely increase the cost of doing business, through both labor and 
training cost pressures, and slower scaling due to market growth opportunities foregone – 
particularly among North American suppliers – in power electronics manufacturing over the next 
five years. 
 
In terms of specific materials and subcomponents, this study identified that finely machined 
copper and cooling systems have been in particularly limited supply.  This appears to be driven 
more by limited manufacturing capacity at market-competitive price points than inherent 
technical limitations on the production of these components or supply constraints. 
 
On the cost-dampening side, higher-production volumes and new entrants to the field may 
create paths to cost reductions through new manufacturing practices operating at mid to larger 
scales. The relatively limited number of inverter producers today may create conditions for new 
entrants in niches in the power inverter component field.  However, this assumes rising demand 
for P/HEVs and availability of the necessary engineering skill to support these organizations.  
While new entrants will affect the cost landscape for automotive power inverters, the full extent 
of this impact is unknown. 
 
The development of traction drive inverter standards may be of particular value for cost 
management over the next five to ten years.  The distinctions between inverter producers’ 
design and engineering approaches could create opportunities for the USG and other 
organizations to coordinate the collaborative activities needed to drive industry standards.  
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Clarification of standards in the 2012 time frame could carry significant weight in enabling 
maximum possible focus on specific cost reductions by suppliers working within the five to 
seven year automotive design cycle.  Absent standards, an industry as young, technology-
intensive and fast-growing as the inverter market is prone to duplication of effort.  Conversely, 
these multiple efforts could lead to new innovations that may be significant value creators.  
 
Finally, the present study addressed cost drivers in the manufacture of automotive traction drive 
power inverters in the context of a limited number of individual inverter producers. It should 
therefore be interpreted as centered on North American and European perspectives, as it is not 
based on in-depth primary source assessments of the Chinese, Japanese or Korean 
manufacturing practices. These practices, however, are likely covered in an indirect manner 
through this study’s assessment of global firms with manufacturing facilities across Asia. 
 
Bottom-Up Approach to Cost Analysis 
 
Power Inverter Cost Drivers 
 
The following information is derived from a bottom-up cost modeling perspective developed in 
our case study research.  The main classes of inverters addressed in this section are a Tier 1 
dual inverter and a Tier 1 inverter sub-assembly, which is a power module and capacitor without 
the numerous parts or processes included in an integrated “on-the-road” assembly.  
 
All cost estimates in this report are suggestive only and are rounded to the nearest $1.  Due to 
rounding errors and the complexity of power electronics manufacturing, the estimates are 
offered as starting points for discussion. 
 
Information in this section comes from the sources’ proprietary modeling of cost factors related 
to inverter-specific process flow, technical cost diagrams, and assessments.  For example, the 
following information was developed from several individual sources’ approach to addressing 
cost of ownership, activity-based costing, and other approaches to cost modeling.  In some 
cases, sources discussed how they employ a variety of models to address power inverter 
factory costs in order to remain competitive and maintain high-value market niches.  Sources 
relayed, and Synthesis reports here in generic terms, detailed cost analyses of labor, materials, 
tooling, equipment and other factors, and our assessments and findings. 
 
The manner in which each manufacturer interprets the inverter components included or not 
included within DOE costs targets is not always the same.  As a result, the above Tier 1 and 
OEM interpretations about what is economically feasible regarding inverter cost drivers – given 
sources’ specific business contexts, interpretations and proprietary company information – is 
somewhat different. 
 
In manufacturing, cost drivers can range from the individual components to the cost of meeting 
regulatory requirements.  Synthesis interviewed twelve companies regarding their primary cost 
drivers in inverter production.  The cost driver categories and the frequency with which they the 
companies cited them are shown in Table 3.   
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Table 3: Type of Cost Driver by Frequency Cited 
 

Cost Driver Number of 
Times 
Identified 
as Cost 
Driver 

Number of 
Times 
Identified 
as Most 
Important 
Cost 
Driver* 

Silicon devices 8 5 
Low volume 7 1 
Capacitors 6  
Circuit Boards 5 1 
Connectors 5 1 
Thermal management 5 1 
Housing/Packaging 4  
Sensors 4  
Gate Drivers 3  
Control Boards 2  
Microprocessors 2  
Agency compliance 1  
Electromagnetic compliance requirements 1  
Emphasis on "transformational" vs. "evolutionary" 
technology 

1  

Information silos 1  
Lack of standardization 1  
Material costs 1  
Overdesigning 1  
Technology generation 1  

* Reflects information from selected sources that prioritized the cost drivers. 
Source: SP analysis  

 
It is interesting to note the wide variety in cost drivers identified by companies which make 
essentially the same product.  Why the variability in interpretation?  Put simply, Synthesis 
believes it is because no public, independent, objective assessment has been done at the 
inverter level, across a variety of inverter classes and manufacturing operations, that reports a 
generic, transparent understanding of costs and cost-drivers. It is understandable because 
inverter manufacturing is a new industry in the US and proprietary data are closely guarded.  
 
Some of the variability is due to differences in manufacturing processes, sources of components 
or nuances in design.  Other variability is due to the fact that sources in some cases are 
referring exclusively to inverters currently in the design phase only (and for which certain 
production realities are anticipated in the out years), while others are referring to inverters in 
production today. Overall, in this field, there is a wide spectrum of interpretation because of a 
wide spectrum of business strategies and plans, across producers (and soon-to-be producers) 
of a complex integrated product. 
 
Two sources estimate that in the “typical hybrid system” (which is assumed to include a dual 
inverter unit, the battery, motor and controller), the power electronics make up 24 percent of the 
cost of the system (seven percent for the DC/DC converter, 17 percent for the inverter 
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assembly).  The other system components are the motor (18 percent), battery (55 percent), and 
controller (three percent).   
 
Sources are unanimous in stating that to bring the cost of hybrid vehicles into the range of 
conventional vehicles, significant steps need to be taken to reduce the cost of all system 
components.  This underscores how using a broad definition of a hybrid drive inverter system 
may lead to higher cost projections today, but is required to address system-level cost 
constraints that will determine paths to a cost-competitive product.  Of course, such a broad 
definition of the hybrid system also does not remove the need to focus in a consistent way on 
inverter traction drive system sub-components in order to achieve cost-competitive inverters.   
 
Much of hybrid vehicle research is focused on the battery, including methods to make it lighter 
and smaller, thereby increasing power density.  As the power electronics constitute almost a 
quarter of the cost of the hybrid system, a smaller and cheaper inverter can also help lower the 
cost of hybridization.  This can be accomplished through revolutionary and/or evolutionary 
changes to inverter designs or manufacturing techniques.  Revolutionary changes could include 
new ground-breaking designs of the power electronics or the integration of components such as 
inverters, converters and chargers into a single unit.  Evolutionary changes are those which 
come as a result of refining and improving design and manufacturing techniques to make them 
more efficient.   
 
There are, of course, advantages and disadvantages to each approach.  Revolutionary design 
could lead to breakthroughs which drastically lower the per-unit cost of inverters, but this 
approach often involves significant time and resources.  As noted above, a problem raised by 
several OEMs and suppliers is the challenge of hiring power electronics engineers because 
there are very few available in the US.  When economic conditions were better, these suppliers 
had more flexibility to participate in joint collaborations with OEMs.  In the current economic 
climate, the OEMs have had more difficulty engendering this type of cooperation to brainstorm 
new ideas without the promise of a production line in the end.  These factors limit the likelihood 
that OEMs and Tier 1s will produce revolutionary developments. 
 
Likewise, the evolutionary approach has its pros and cons.  While a relatively low-cost and low-
risk method of developing products which can lead to substantial cost savings, it also can be a 
time-consuming process.  A case in point is an airbag sensor.  When airbags were first 
introduced, the sensors cost thousands of dollars.  They now cost only a few dollars and are 
cheap enough that even the least expensive cars have multiple airbags.  However, the 
development and refinement that allowed such a significant cost reduction took place over 30+ 
years.  According to the cost data and trendlines identified in this study, inverter development is 
estimated to require a 15 to 20 year timeframe to achieve DOE cost targets. In the context of 
the airbag sensors, this may be considered quite rapid. The path to achieving breakthrough 
(that is, beyond evolutionary) power inverter cost savings will require non-traditional thinking, 
game-changer technology and collaborative approaches to R&D to achieve. 
 
Component-Specific Cost Drivers 
 
Two companies provided detailed cost driver breakdowns for specific inverters.  The information 
from the first (shown in Figure 11, below) relates to a dual-inverter system that is a 800V (rated 
for up to 1200V IGBTs; current rating not specified) bus cap-capable inverter assembly currently 
in production, while the second company’s cost drivers (Figure 12, below) are based on the 
projected costs for a high-performance inverter unit (which may use a single inverter for both 
motor and generator, and in that sense be considered “dual”) currently in the design and testing 
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phase which should be in production in the next three to five years.  Detailed specifications for 
the second inverter were not provided due to its prototype status.   
 
Figure 11:  Current Power Inverter Cost Drivers – Dual Inverter System (Motor and Generator) 
 

 
Source: Tier 1 Inverter Manufacturer (2011) 
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Figure 12:  Projected Future Power Inverter Cost Drivers – to 2016: Dual Inverter System (Motor 
and Generator) 
 

 
Source:  Tier 1 Inverter Manufacturer (2011) 

 
Discussion 
 
A number of items in the two charts warrant interpretation and discussion. 
 
First, thermal management is identified as a major cost driver in Figure 12  while in Figure 11  
thermal management is included in the housing/structures cost driver. Why is this? The Figure 
11 data were developed for a heavy-duty vehicle inverter currently in production.  This is the 
best-available cost-driver data identified for a power inverter currently in production.  Synthesis 
validated with the manufacturer that the same general categorization would apply for automotive 
power inverter production.  Nevertheless, in the current case, thermal management is not (or is 
much less) driven by the limitations of custom, automotive electronics packaging and small, 
under-the-hood air flows.  It is also true that this inverter is a high performance system suited to 
temperature extremes in heavy-duty applications, and therefore thermal management (however 
achieved) is certainly a critical factor in its long-term fail-safe operation.  Accordingly, this 
inverter is believed to be a reasonable approximation regarding distribution of cost-drivers for 
current, real-world inverter production environments.   
 
The Projected Future Power Inverter (Figure 12) represents a high-performance automotive 
traction drive power inverter design for a future automotive application, with a higher thermal 
load and thermal management requirement.  This system shares features and requirements 
Synthesis found prevalent in next generation power inverters, including high thermal loads, 
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active cooling, packaging requirements suited to relatively small spaces, and manufacturing to 
ensure easiest-possible assembly, with least-cost components.  This inverter represents the 
future of higher power rating design that requires integrated, advanced thermal management 
systems. 
 
Combining the thermal management and housing/structures drivers from Figure 12 gives a total 
of 21 percent for these items, compared with just four percent for housing/structures (and 
thermal management) in the inverter in Figure 11.  The housing of this unit is much simpler, 
basically an aluminum box, while the housing reflected in Figure 12 is more complex and is 
custom-designed for the application.  Also, the inverter in Figure 11 is made to be installed away 
from the internal combustion engine while the inverter in Figure 12 is an under-hood unit and 
has to compensate for the higher-temperature operating environment. 
 
The other major difference in the cost drivers is in bus bars, which is shown in Figure 11 as a 
major driver while Figure 12 includes them in the connector cost driver.  This may be due to this 
manufacturer’s design which minimizes bus bar interconnects and uses circuit boards with 
integrated bussing.  Also, the heavy-duty applications for which the inverter in Figure 11 is 
specifically designed may require heavier or more complex bus bar design. 
 
The above differences underscore how it is difficult to generalize in drawing findings between 
these two highly-specific power inverter cost-driver analyses.   In this sense, Synthesis seeks to 
depict the key findings without delivering undue “apples to oranges” inverter comparisons and 
findings.  Given that both inverter cases represent real-world, in-production or production-ready 
examples, they are believed to be the most accurate information available regarding inverter 
cost drivers.   
 
A concluding comment is the fact that no primary sources indicated that the relative cost shares 
of the various components would significantly change over the next five years.   
 
The individual categories cover the following: 
 
 PCB Assemblies/Components:  Printed circuit boards (PCB) and the attached 

components (e.g., logic chips, board-level capacitors, resistors, etc.).  Most of the 
components used on the boards are commonly available and considered to be 
commodities by the manufacturers. 

 
 Power Silicon:  IGBT modules with associated IGBTs and gate drivers. Many 

manufacturers listed "power IGBTs," "power switches (IGBTs)," “silicon” or "power 
silicon" as major cost drivers.  This was taken to mean the individual silicon-based 
components as most also listed “packaging” or “power modules” as separate  and 
distinct drivers.   In contrast, one OEM stated that “silicon is not the biggest contributor 
[to cost of the power module] as it’s a commodity and is the same across the suppliers.”  
Since the OEM listed the power module as a separate cost driver, the reference here is 
to the individual silicon-based components, many of which have been commoditized.  

 
 Thermal Management:  Heat sinks, coolant channels, coolant connectors, etc.  This cost 

driver shows up in the "future" chart because it is based on projections of costs for a 
higher-performance inverter projected to be in production in the next three to five years.  
The presence of "thermal management" as a cost driver could be indicative of the effect 
of increasing the power ratings while designing to meet the operating temperature 
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requirements stated by the OEMs or the DOE targets - even though several 
manufacturers stated the "real world" operating temperature never reaches those levels. 

 
 Capacitors:  Bus and DC link capacitors.  This category does not include board-level 

capacitors, which are included in the cost for PCB Assemblies.  One source notes that 
current capacitors (film dielectric) melt at 125° C, while some of the power electronics 
equipment must run at 125° C.  To increase lifetime current capacitors are 
“overdesigned” and are much heavier than needed, because of the need for a safety 
margin. 

 
 Bus Bars:  In addition to the comments above, the cost appears to be driven entirely by 

the design of the inverter, the complexity of the bus bar, and the size of the production 
run.  

 
 Connectors:  Board-to-board connectors plus external power connectors.  Some are 

custom-designed for specific inverters and thus cost considerably more than off-the-shelf 
components. 

 
 Miscellaneous:  Mounting hardware and board support structures, including screws and 

other minor hardware. 
 
 Housing/Structures:  The case the inverter fits in, mounts for securing components in the 

case.  At least one manufacturer also includes heat sinks and the coolant channel in this 
category. 

 
 Current Sensors:  self-explanatory 
  
 Microprocessors:  self-explanatory  
 

Other Cost Drivers 
 
While the above cost drivers were noted as specific component-related costs for inverters, there 
are several other cost drivers and factors which affect costs.  The following lists them in order of 
their importance, based on Synthesis’ assessment of the case study information and secondary 
source research: 
 

1. Production volume 
 

2. Overdesign – many (other than OEMs) noted this is the case 
 

3. Integration and standardization – standardization and integration of requirements to 
identify paths to achieving “good enough” results without affecting quality, limiting 
overdesign and thus reducing costs 

 
4. Warranty costs 

 
Production volume 
 
Seven manufacturers specifically stated that low production volume is a cost driver for inverters.  
However, as one of these pointed out, in hybrid vehicle markets volumes are not predictable, 
making it difficult to plan production runs.  
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At very low production numbers, labor is a major cost factor.  One manufacturer estimates that 
labor can account for up to 20 percent of the total per unit cost at volumes fewer than 10,000 
units per run.  However, at runs of greater than 100,000 units, labor is not a cost factor, 
according to another manufacturer.  This manufacturer also stated that until production runs of 
50,000 to100,000 units are attained, the output is not cost-competitive. A third manufacturer 
stated that they will produce only “off-the-shelf” designs for purchases of “only” 50,000 units.  
They estimate that costs start declining as annual volume grows from 20,000 to 80,000 units. 
 
One manufacturer provided a real-world example of factory costs scaling by volume.  A 
particular inverter produced for an OEM was priced at $730 at production rates of less than 
20,000 units annually.  When production rose to 100,000 units per year, the cost dropped below 
$600 per unit – a 17.8 percent decrease.  They estimated that it would take a minimum of 
100,000 units to result in any substantial cost reductions due to labor and capital investments. 
 
 As production grows above 100,000 units annually, the cost curve flattens as fixed costs 
(capital costs) are maximally productive, and the variable costs (overhead, labor, materials, 
supply, etc.) are minimal on a per unit basis. 
 
Increasing production from 100,000 to 200,000 units per year reduces unit costs by 
approximately five percent.   At that point manufacturing process validation and quality control 
becomes the dominant cost. The company suggested that as the volume increases from 
100,000 to 400,000 units, costs will fall by three percent per annum due to ‘learning by doing’ 
and efficiency gains – absent a game-changing technology or manufacturing innovation.  .   
 
Increasing production beyond the 400,000 has a minimal impact on per unit inverter costs 
because it requires increasing the production capacity, which requires additional fixed (and 
some variable) costs.   
 
As compared to these findings, one OEM and one Tier 1 both estimate that for every five years 
of production, a 30 percent per unit cost decrease can be expected.  This is due to refinements 
in requirements over each design cycle, improvements in manufacturing, and commoditization 
of parts through volume production.  Figure 13 illustrates Synthesis’ assessment of the effect 
that increasing production numbers are expected to have on per-unit costs and how those costs 
can be expected to drop every five years once volume production is realized.   
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Figure 13:  Per-Unit Costs of Power Inverters, by Five Year Design Cycles (Dual inverter, with 
Five Year Design Cycle comparisons anchored to 100,000 unit production runs) 
 

 
Source:  Synthesis analysis of data from two Tier 1 manufacturers 
 
Overdesign 
 
One Tier 1 source commented that an OEM is not making any money on their system power 
inverters because they are “overdesigned.”  A Tier 1 source stated that the “guts” of another 
manufacturer’s power electronics are of higher quality than the Toyota product, and by 
implication would be even less profitable in a competitive market.  Toyota declined to provide 
specific technical information for this report, so this statement remains unsubstantiated. 
 
Four manufacturers agreed that, overall, inverters are overdesigned, which drives up costs.  
Inverters are now over-engineered for low-probability events vice a detailed consideration of 
real-world probabilities.  Cost could be lowered if inverter specification “corner conditions” were 
rounded off.  That is, the low-probability events and associated requirements may be rounded 
off by setting lower performance benchmarks in specific instances, where probability thresholds 
are low, and the impact of failure is acceptable.  Of course, to accomplish this task requires 
detailed, real-world data on the performance of hybrid electric systems on the road. 
 
One source described a test in which an unnamed OEM provided his company a vehicle to test 
drive for a period of time in order to log the driving patterns.  The company’s engineers drove 
the vehicle in the San Francisco area.  The result was that 99 percent of the time, the power 
inverter module did not need to be used to its design rating.  Specifically, the motor-drive 
demanded <50A current 99 percent of the time, although the power inverter module was built to 
a 350A specification  The power inverter module was used to only 14 percent of its capacity.   
 
This led to a detailed discussion of the methods engineers use to design the inverters to ensure 
successful operation 100 percent of the time, which leads to a significantly higher product cost 
to the OEM.  The company stated that if inverters were designed to the specific applications and 
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needs, a 15 to 20 percent cost reduction to the OEMs could be achieved immediately.  Whether 
or not this means accepting a higher failure rate was not stated.  Another company stated that 
integrating the requirements definition process to eliminate over- or under-designing would 
“provide new paths to cost reduction on the order of 10 to 50 percent”, while an OEM estimated 
there could be a 20 to 30 percent reduction in cost if requirements were properly identified.  
Another Tier 1 stated that designing to lower requirements would facilitate lower cost, but it 
would be at the cost of lower performance and the reduction of “potential synergies with 
applications that require slightly higher power, since the optimized low power components would 
not be sufficient.”   
 
Inverters are currently designed to peak conditions because of insufficient real-world drive cycle 
data to more accurately define the requirements.  
 
Integration and Standardization 
 
Integrating components or functions was proposed by several manufacturers as a possible 
strategy to lower costs.  However, as the following comments from a variety of Tier 1 
manufacturers illustrate, integration can be a two-edged sword: 
 
 Sharing infrastructure between components (e.g. connector circuits, cooling plates, 

housing brackets) results in lower overall material costs.  However the combined unit is 
larger, making it potentially more difficult to package.   

 
 Fully integrating motor and inverter may reduce manufacturing costs, but will drive up 

warranty and maintenance costs, increasing the life cycle cost of the inverter.   
 
 Integrated solutions offer improvement in reliability and reduced installation cost, 

simplifies the service and support, and reduces down time and stock items.  However, 
integrated components require more complex testing jigs for re-works.  

 
 Integration will not change the cost drivers significantly.  However, the cost of the system 

can be optimized since the shielded and sealed high voltage connectors can be replaced 
by less expensive internal connections.   

 
Dr. Ali Emadi from Illinois Institute of Technology’s Power Electronics and Motor Drives 
Laboratory estimated that optimized design and integration could lower production costs by as 
much as 20 percent.  However, he warns that integration should be accomplished at the 
functional level (e.g., integrating inverters, converters, chargers) rather than at the component 
level (integrating the inverter with the motor) to achieve the most cost-effective solution.  He 
states that the “COGS [cost of goods sold] for power electronic converters, motor drives, and 
electric machines could be reduced significantly in the next five to seven years by very 
advanced power electronic design, novel electric machines (such as a switched reluctance 
motor (SRM), which does not require permanent magnets), and system integration.”  However 
he did not address the maintainability or overall life cycle costs of integrated components.  
  
Adopting industry standards for specific components would also lead to cost reductions, 
according to several manufacturers.  The components suggested for standardization included 
signal and power connectors and wiring harnesses, and taking a “building block” approach to 
other components.    
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Standards for inverter specifications were also suggested, including power, voltage and current 
ratings, drive cycle data, and the overall footprint of the inverter.  
 
One manufacturer pointed out that simply standardizing inverter design across a manufacturer’s 
model lines could result in cost reductions.  For example, a 340 amp device cannot be used for 
a 360 amp application, while a 360 amp device could easily be used for the 340 amp 
application.  This raises two questions: Build more 360 amp devices and eliminate the 340 amp 
device?  Or, change the 360 amp use-case in order to have more inverters running on the 340 
amp device? 
 
The issue here for Tier 1 manufacturers concerns the amperage design “sweet-spot” such that it 
will realize the greatest possible sales with the least amount of custom engineering and design 
work for each sale.  It appears that per-unit cost reductions would result if OEMs were to 
collaborate and define different classes of inverters needed for various power ranges, which the 
Tier 1 and 2 manufacturers could then build.    
 
Warranty Costs 
 
Although factory costs generally do not include warranty costs, these costs remain a 
consideration, as they will affect the inverter’s design.  Warranties for hybrid components such 
as the inverter are typically longer than warranties on the rest of the vehicle’s components, as 
shown in Table 4: 
 
Table 4: Warranty Coverage for Toyota Camry Hybrid 
 

Warranty Coverage for Toyota Camry Hybrid 
Component Warranty Period 
Entire Vehicle 3 years or 36,000 miles 
Conventional Drivetrain (Engine, Transmission) 5 years or 60,000 miles 
Hybrid System Components (Battery, Motor, Power Electronics) 8 years or 100,000 miles 

Source:  Toyota Motor Company 
 
According to Dr. Sandborn of the University of Maryland, manufacturers build in a reserve to the 
price of electronic devices to cover warranty repairs.  This warranty reserve fund is maintained 
by the manufacturer for the life cycle of the product.  Because the warranty on hybrid 
components is quite lengthy, OEMs have flowed these obligations to their Tier 1 suppliers of 
power electronics suppliers by specifying they design and build parts that have longer-than-
average life spans and that operate under rugged conditions.   
 
It is possible that reducing the timeframe of the warranty coverage of these components to the 
level of the rest of the drivetrain could reduce costs by eliminating a cause for a portion of the 
overdesign issue. 
 
However, reducing the warranty period for the inverter (and other hybrid components) could 
prove costly for the consumer.  Hybrid components are more complex and thus more expensive 
to replace than the drivetrain components in a conventional vehicle.  While rebuilding the engine 
or replacing a transmission in a vehicle runs into the high hundreds or low thousands of dollars, 
replacing an inverter is a multi-thousand-dollar proposition.  Owners are usually not prepared for 
this level of maintenance expense and decreasing the length of the warranty could well result in 
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increased out-of-pocket expenses for owners and greatly increased cost of ownership.  This 
would likely affect public perceptions of the OEM and, more broadly, the desirability of P/HEVs.   
 
A case in point is illustrated by 32 complaints concerning the inverters in the 2006 Toyota 
Highlander Hybrid (and to a lesser extent, in the 2006 Lexus RX400H).  This example is used 
mainly because Toyota is the only OEM with an extensive track record of hybrid vehicle sales 
and other OEMs have not yet achieved similar numbers of on-the-road HEVs.  This example 
does not imply that Toyota is suffering from unusual quality problems.  In the case of the 2006 
Highlander Hybrid, power inverters have failed, often at highway speeds, resulting in the total 
shutdown of the vehicle.  Since most of these vehicles had in excess of 100,000 miles, the 
warranty on the hybrid components had expired.  Owners reported repair estimates ranging 
from $7,000 to $14,000 for parts and labor, a price which reflected 40 to 80 percent of the total 
value of the vehicle.   
 
As a result, a group of owners have filed a class-action lawsuit against Toyota, claiming Toyota 
should have recalled the vehicles to replace the inverters.  The NHTSA is also looking into 
these claims to determine if this presents a public safety issue.    
 
There have been isolated reports of inverter failures in other hybrid vehicles, but not to the 
extent as in the Highlander.  While most of these other inverters have been repaired under 
warranty, owners are expressing concern over the repair costs once the warranty has expired.  
Lowering the production cost of the inverter units would, of course, lower the replacement cost.  
However unless changes are made in the way the inverters are installed (going to a more of a 
“plug and play” architecture), the labor costs associated with an inverter replacement will remain 
high.  
 
Other Factors Impacting Costs 
 
There are other factors, not directly related to production costs, which affect the overall factory 
cost.  One industry-wide problem mentioned by Dr. Emadi (Illinois Institute of Technology Power 
Electronics and Motor Drives Laboratory), OEMs and Tier 1 manufacturers is the lack of power 
electronics engineers.  A shortage of engineers available to work on the design of these devices 
extends the design and development cycle, increasing the overall cost. 
 
Defining requirements and communicating those requirements to suppliers is another factor 
brought up by the Tier 1 manufacturers.  As discussed above, inverters are overdesigned for the 
majority of the workload they are called on to perform.  Part of this is due to the OEM 
developing the specifications for the inverter and passing those along to the Tier 1 
manufacturers with no allowance for modifications.  Three Tier 1’s stated that a significant issue 
exists when the OEM simply informs them of the requirements instead of working together to 
define the requirements and subsequently designing to meet those requirements.  Some of the 
non-negotiable requirements include those related to safety, quality, reliability, system protocols, 
torque and speed requirements for motor, and environmental factors such as operating 
temperature range. 
 
On the other hand, from the OEMs’ perspective the power electronics suppliers “are not there 
yet” in terms of manufacturing at scale and competitive cost.  According to one OEM, the 
economics of the industry dictate that suppliers and OEMs will not collaborate on a product plan 
unless there is a guarantee that a sale will result. 
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As noted above, competition for power inverters from other markets could also affect the cost of 
producing automotive inverters.  Synthesis assesses that increased demand for the same 
components for the growing PV or wind power inverter market will lead to shortages of critical 
components in the short term.  In the long term, however, the increased demand could lead to 
production capacity increases and price reductions, given sufficient engineering capacity.  
Excepting these factors, none of the companies indicated that there were technological 
developments in the PV or wind power inverter markets which would affect automotive designs, 
due to the marked difference in physical size and operational requirements between the 
respective inverters. 
 
Finally, one manufacturer expressed concern over the effect that current US tariffs – even at a 
level of one to two percent – will have on the price of power electronics components for 
inverters that are imported into the US from Asia.  As production levels increase, these tariffs 
will increasingly affect the competitiveness of power electronics manufacturing capability in the 
US as opposed to inverters assembled in other countries and imported as part of a completed 
automobile. 
 
Discussion: Toyota-Specific Power Density and Implied Cost Information 
 
Figure 14 is a diagram taken from a presentation Toyota made to the National Academy of 
Sciences in 2007. It illustrates the improvement in the volumetric power density of the various 
inverters for Toyota’s hybrid product line over a 10-year period.  The following data all relate to 
dual-inverter systems given that the standard Toyota inverter architecture includes both a motor 
and a generator inverter.  This means that additional analysis is required to apply findings from 
Toyota’s information to DOE’s cost targets, because the DOE cost targets relate to a single 
inverter (motor inverter only) unit.  This study makes the necessary adjustments below in order 
to estimate the factory cost of a single-inverter system based on Toyota’s information. 
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Figure 14:  Evolution of HV Units – Inverter 
 

 
Source:  Synthesis analysis and adaptation (retail price information is Synthesis’ assessment) of figure 
from Toyota Motor Corporation Presentation “Toyota Hybrid Presentation, November 2007 NAS Hearing.” 
Price information from http://www.toyotapartscheap.com/ and http://www.oemlexusparts.com  
 
Synthesis’ assessment of the retail cost of a replacement OEM inverter for each vehicle shown 
(as of April 2011) indicates that, while the output density has improved considerably with 
subsequent iterations of inverter technology, it has come at a price.  It is interesting to note that 
the retail price, size of the gasoline engine, vehicle weight, and overall vehicle complexity have 
increased along with the output density ratio, although not proportionally.  The increasing power 
density appears to be another cost driver in the manufacture of inverters.  This analysis would 
appear to indicate that increasing power density in power electronics does not necessarily lead 
to reduced costs.  Again, much depends on the specific vehicle and associated performance 
envelope under consideration. 
 
To provide a more direct comparison, below we address the changes made in each generation 
of the Prius. As shown in Figure 15, system performance has improved in each generation.  
While Figure 15 does not provide the output of each generation’s inverter, it does indicate the 
need for higher output inverters to handle the increased motor speed, motor output and battery 
energy.   
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Figure 15:  Evolution of Toyota Hybrid System 
 

 
Source: Toyota Motor Corporation Presentation “Toyota Hybrid May 2009 NAS Testimony” 
 
The improved power output and efficiency of the hybrid system has been accomplished while 
decreasing its size and mass.  Figure 16 shows the reduction in mass and volume for the 
components between the second and third (current) generation Prius systems.  
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Figure 16:  HV System Volume & Mass Improvements 
  

 
Source: Toyota Motor Corporation Presentation “Toyota Hybrid May 2009 NAS Testimony” 
 
Figure 17 illustrates the cost reduction realized over the three hybrid system generations of the 
Prius.  In the second generation Toyota achieved a 50 percent reduction in the cost of the 
hybrid system.  Subsequently, in the third generation, cost was reduced a further 35 percent.  
There is no indication of Toyota’s cost reduction objective for the fourth generation.  Research 
did not reveal the sources of the cost reductions (e.g., design changes, improvements in 
manufacturing efficiencies, reductions in material costs, or a combination these factors).  
Synthesis assess that it is most likely a combination of these factors. 
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Figure 17:  Evolution of Cost Reduction of Hybrid Vehicles 
 

 
Source:  Synthesis analysis of figure from Toyota Motor Corporation Presentation “Toyota Hybrid May 
2009 NAS Testimony” 
 
Using the data from the cost reduction experience of the hybrid system across Prius 
generations and in making the necessary adjustments to distinguish between a dual- and 
single-inverter system, Synthesis makes the following assessments: 
 

1. The factory cost of a mature Prius’ hybrid system is $3385 (as per the detailed top-down 
analysis in the section that follows).   

 
2. Using the estimate that the power electronics make up 24 percent of the cost of a hybrid 

system suggests that a Toyota’s power electronics currently cost $812.  
 

3. One can expect a maximum 35 percent cost reduction every five to seven years (six 
years for each generation of the Prius), based on Toyota’s experience and this study’s 
findings that significant per-unit cost reductions are feasible over each generation of the 
vehicle.  Of course, this assumes historical trends will continue. (In reality, each vehicle 
generation delivers substantially increased capabilities and therefore the aforementioned 
significant cost reductions on a per-unit basis for inverters do not imply automatic price 
reductions to the consumer, as the price of each vehicle model is based on many factors 
(per-unit inverter costs are just one, small factor)). 
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4. The 35 percent cost reduction does not incorporate any effects of game-changing 

technology developments 
 

5. DOE estimates that a single-inverter unit would cost 66 percent of the dual-inverter unit 
Toyota uses.  This would result in a factory cost of $536 for a single-inverter unit based 
on Toyota’s current architecture. 

 
Table 5 extrapolates the estimated cost reduction pace, which shows that Toyota could meet 
DOE’s cost goals in 12 to18 years, at the assumed rate of cost reduction (35% every 6 years). 
 
Table 5: Estimated Rate of Single Inverter Cost Reduction, by Toyota, Over Next 18 Years  
 

Six-Year Decrease Rate Year 0 6 Years 12 Years 18 Years 
35% decrease every six years $536 $348 $226 $147 

Source:  Synthesis analysis of Prius data (2011) 
 
Factors and conditions which will significantly affect the historical cost reduction average in the 
Prius hybrid system cannot be forecast with confidence.  Nonetheless, this analysis of the three 
Prius generations indicates that reaching DOE’s cost targets may well be a long-term 
proposition.  Of course, the emergence of game-changing innovations, or technology disruptors, 
would change this assessment.  A specific analysis of the scenarios under which game-
changing innovations may create a significantly different outcome (and therefore a significant 
reduction in the time to reach DOE cost targets) may be useful for planning purposes. 
 
This assessment is largely in agreement with that developed through top-down analysis in the 
next section. 
 
Top-Down Cost Analysis Approach  
 
Approach to Deriving Factory Costs for Inverter Units 
 
Synthesis analyzed a pre-publication copy of the National Research Council of the National 
Academy of Science (NRC-NAS) study titled “Assessment of Fuel Economy Technologies for 
Light-Duty Vehicles,” (NRC-NAS 2011 Report) to provide a top-down approach, in which the 
cost is derived from the market prices of the major categories of components of a “mature Prius-
type” power inverter. The NRC-NAS study was released to Synthesis as a prepublication copy.  
(Note: All cost estimates in this report are rounded to the nearest $1.  However, due to rounding 
errors in the computations, estimates should be assumed to be accurate only to the tens of 
dollars.) 
 
The NRC-NAS authors estimate the factory cost of the “control electronics + dc/dc [converter]” 
of a "mature Prius-type hybrid vehicle" is $1,100. 
 
The study states (pp. 180-181) that its detailed approach to estimating factory cost included the 
following steps: 
 

The factory cost is the direct cost to the OEM of replacing existing production technology 
A by technology B. It is determined as follows: 
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1. Take the price (B) that a supplier charges the OEM for technology B 
2. Add the engineering cost (C) to the OEM of integrating technology B into a vehicle 
3. Add the cost (D) of any parts that the OEM makes in house to implement the 
technology (labor cost plus factory overhead, plus amortization of required new 
investment) 
4. Subtract the cost (A) of technology A similarly calculated 
 
The factory cost is then B+C+D-A. 

 
The cost estimates have been validated by soliciting feedback from a number of U.S. 
and Japanese OEMs and suppliers. The costs present here are a consensus that the 
numbers are “about right.” The costs of hybrid technologies vary depending on the 
degree of hybridization, from a low cost in the case of the BAS design, to a very high 
cost for a series PHEV. It should be noted that the factory cost definition used here 
includes engineering costs and other part costs, including labor and overhead, for 
integrating the technology. Using the studies [described in Chapter 3], the committee 
has developed a different markup factor for hybrids that relates the definition of factory 
cost to RPE [retail price equivalent] [check]. Though different studies use different 
definitions and allocations for items such as profit, vehicle warranty, corporate overhead, 
transportation, marketing and dealer costs, the committee concluded that the factory 
markup for hybrids should be on the order of 1.33 rather than 1.5 for factory cost to RPE. 
The committee’s justification for using a RPE of 1.33 for hybrids is that the factory cost 
estimates it developed already includes engineering costs and other part costs, including 
labor and overhead, for integrating the technology. Using a cost multiplier of 1.5 would 
double count these costs. 
 
As an example of the process, [Table 6-2] shows an estimated breakdown of the factory 
cost of a “mature” Prius--a Prius-type drive that has benefited from the learning curve 
and has an annual production volume in excess of 100,000 units. The additional 
components and their estimated OEM costs from the supplier are listed. The committee 
also lists the cost decrement of items, such as the automatic transmission, that will be 
removed from the baseline vehicle, a Toyota Corolla in this case. The net cost increase 
for the mature Prius is then calculated as $3385. (Emphasis added) 
 
Next the committee projects costs for 5-year increments to 2025, as shown in [Table 6-
3]. Percentage cost reductions appropriate for each component are used. For example, 
expected reductions are on the order of 15 percent for each 5-year period for the battery 
and control electronics, five percent for the electrical machines, and no change in cost 
for the mature components such as engine downsizing, and the alternator. 
 
A similar analysis has been done for the other hybrid classes and the summary results 
are shown in [Table 6-4]. It should be noted that future costs for PHEVs and EVs are 
highly uncertain due to the uncertainties in future battery chemistries and tradeoffs 
between power and energy. Lithium ion batteries for consumer electronics are a 
commercial technology and costs have gone down along the learning curve. However, 
many OEMs and battery suppliers are expecting large cost reductions for lithium ion 
batteries with increasing applications in vehicles. Among its provisions related to fuel 
economy, the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 requires periodic 
assessments by the National Research Council of automobile vehicle fuel economy 
technologies. Thus, follow-on committees will be responsible for responding to this 
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legislative mandate, including the periodic evaluation of PHEVs, EVs, and other 
technologies and how these technologies may help meet new fuel-economy standards. 

 
Or, more simply: 
 

The costs of hybrid technologies vary depending on the degree of hybridization, from a 
low cost in the case of the BAS design, to a very high cost for a series PHEV. It should 
be noted that the factory cost definition used here includes engineering costs and other 
part costs, including labor and overhead, for integrating the technology. 

 
The above analysis is used “as is” to draw a number of specific power-inverter component 
factory cost estimates.   
 
Using the NRC-NAS estimate that the factory cost of the “control electronics + dc/dc (1.2 kW)” 
inverter/converter unit (ICU) for a “mature Prius-type hybrid vehicle” is $1,100 at an annual 
production volume in excess of 100,000 units.    
 
Absent detailed information from the manufacturers of the actual factory costs of each 
component, the most accurate method of determining factory cost would be to teardown of an 
inverter and make a detailed accounting of the materials, production costs, and labor.  However, 
such an analysis is costly and can be very time-consuming and would require extensive 
cooperation from an OEM as well as detailed proprietary information.   
 
This study therefore takes an analytical approach to leverage the primary and secondary source 
public information discovered during the course of this study, framed by the proprietary 
information included in our case studies. 
 
This approach calls for specificity concerning assumptions, which in this case include: 
 Timeframe: we are addressing the short-term and make projections five years out 
 Components: procured from outside sources, rather than produced in-house  
 Estimated production volumes of the finished unit: our focus is on a range of volumes, 

but anchors to 100,000 units for the specific component cost estimates.   
 

These assumptions are important to note because large differences in cost estimates can result 
due to the number of variables involved and the differences in technology and manufacturing 
processes.   
 
Using the NRC-NAS factory markup in a slightly different manner, Synthesis came to a slightly 
different factory cost estimate.  That is, given that the retail MSRP for the ICU for a 2011 Prius is 
$2,660 (http://www.toyotapartscheap.com/), and the typical retail markup for OEM parts is 100 
percent, one arrives at an OEM price of $1,330.  Using the NAS factory cost multiplier of 1.33 
for hybrids, one produces a factory cost estimate of $1,000.   
 
Averaging the two estimates arrives at an average estimated factory cost of $1050 for a typical 
hybrid ICU with a dual inverter (motor inverter and generator inverter) such as found in a Prius-
type hybrid.  The DOE solicitation, however, is for a single-inverter (motor inverter only) model.  
Using data provided by DOE, a single-inverter unit would cost 66 percent of the cost of a dual-
inverter unit.  This equates to $693 for a Prius-type unit with just the motor inverter.  The $693 
figure is used in the component-by-component cost analysis detailed in Tables 6 through 8. 
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Conclusions 
 
Estimated Factory Costs 
 
As a final assessment, this section provides estimated factory costs for power inverter 
component categories, in the current year and in the form of forward projections.  
 
The component categories match the cost driver breakouts developed in the bottom-up 
analysis, as provided in Figure 11 above.  The estimated factory costs are derived by 
multiplying the estimated $1050 factory cost for the typical dual-inverter hybrid ICU from the top-
down analysis by the percentage assigned to each cost driver category as contained in Figure 
11, as these cost driver percentages are also for a dual-inverter unit. 
 
All of the following estimates are anchored to fixed production volumes of 100,000 units.  
Significant volume increases beyond 100,000 units will produce additional factory cost savings. 
 
Table 6 shows the current estimated factory costs by component categories, and Tables 7-9 
provide five-, ten- and 25-year projections. 
 
Table 6: Estimated Current Factory Cost by Component Category (Dual Inverter and 100,000 
unit per annum production) 
 

Component Category Estimated 
Factory 

Cost 
PCB Assemblies/Components $286 

Includes:  transistors, diodes, capacitors, resistors, PCBs, board-level 
connectors, solder 

Power Silicon $275 
Includes: IGBTs, MOSFETs, IGBT drivers 

Capacitors $154 
Includes: bus capacitors, snubber capacitors, DC-link capacitors (does 
not include board-level capacitors) 

Bus Bars $143 
Connectors $88 

Includes: power connectors, board-to-board connectors 
Miscellaneous $66 

Includes: screws, board mounting hardware, board support structures 
Housing/Structures $44 

Includes: case, end/top/bottom plates, mounting hardware 
Current Sensors $22 
Microprocessors $22 
Total $1050 

Source:  Synthesis analysis of industry data 
 
As discussed above, two manufacturers estimate that manufacturing costs will decrease 
approximately 30 percent over a five year production run.   In contrast, a third manufacturer and 
the NAS both project reductions of 15 percent for each five-year increment.  Synthesis assumes 
that the overhead included in factory costs is a part of that assessment.  
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Table 7 shows projected factory costs (that is, manufacturing costs plus overhead) for a five-
year timeframe (2011-2016) based on both of these projections.  These projections assume no 
significant increases in production with associated per-unit cost reductions, or breakthrough 
technologies which would significantly lower production costs. 
 
Table 7:  Future Factory Cost by Component Category - Five Year Projection: 2011-2016 (Dual 
Inverter and 100,000 unit per annum production) 
 
Component Category Estimated 

Factory 
Cost, 

Assuming 
30% 

Decrease 

Estimated 
Factory 
Cost, 

Assuming 
15% 

Decrease  

Average

Power Silicon $184 $223 $203
Includes:  transistors, diodes, capacitors, resistors, PCBs, board-level connectors, solder 

PCB Assemblies/Components $184 $223 $203
Includes:  transistors, diodes, capacitors, resistors, PCBs, board-level connectors, solder 

Thermal Management $118 $143 $130
Includes:  heat sinks, coolant channels, coolant connectors 

Capacitors $81 $98 $90
Includes: power connectors, board-to-board connectors 

Connectors $59 $71 $65
Includes: power connectors, board-to-board connectors 

Housing/Structures $37 $45 $41
Includes: case, end/top/bottom plates, mounting hardware 

Microprocessors $29 $36 $33
Current Sensors $22 $27 $24
Miscellaneous $22 $27 $24

Includes: screws, board mounting hardware, board support structures 
Total $735 $893 $814
Source:  Synthesis analysis of industry data 
 
Table 8 shows the same projections for ten-year timeframe: 2011-2021. 
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Table 8:  Future Factory Cost by Component Category - Ten Year Projection: 2011-2021 (Dual 
Inverter and 100,000 unit per annum production) 
 
Component Category Estimated 

Factory Cost, 
Assuming 

30% Decrease

Estimated 
Factory Cost, 

Assuming 
15% Decrease  

Average

Power Silicon $129 $156 $142
Includes:  transistors, diodes, capacitors, resistors, PCBs, board-level connectors, solder 

PCB Assemblies/Components $129 $156 $142
Includes:  transistors, diodes, capacitors, resistors, PCBs, board-level connectors, solder 

Thermal Management $82 $100 $91
Includes:  heat sinks, coolant channels, coolant connectors 

Capacitors $57 $69 $63
Includes: power connectors, board-to-board connectors 

Connectors $41 $50 $46
Includes: power connectors, board-to-board connectors 

Housing/Structures $26 $31 $28
Includes: case, end/top/bottom plates, mounting hardware 

Microprocessors $21 $25 $23
Current Sensors $15 $19 $17
Miscellaneous $15 $19 $17

Includes: screws, board mounting hardware, board support structures 
Total $515 $625 $570
Source:  Synthesis analysis of industry data 
 
Given that the above projections are for a Prius-style dual-inverter, a number of adjustments are 
needed to assess a single-inverter unit, as specified in the DOE cost targets. 
 
Specifically, the variability in cost driver allocations when comparing single and dual inverter 
units is complex, and therefore a straightforward single-percentage reduction across all 
components is not appropriate.  A detailed breakdown of the BOM (bill of materials) component 
costs, for a single-inverter unit, was not provided for public use by the primary sources.  
Synthesis therefore determined that the best approach is to focus on the inverter-level, as 
follows. 
 
Synthesis projects the cost of a single-inverter unit (which includes all of the components listed 
above) over the next 25 years based on the estimated factory cost of $693 for a single inverter 
unit, as derived from the top-down analysis and DOE data.  Synthesis then applies the 30 
percent  and 15 percent decreases discussed above over a five year period to produce single 
inverter cost projections in Table 9.    
 
Table 9:  Inverter Cost Projection (Single Inverter and 100,000 unit per annum production) 
 

Inverter Cost Projection (Single Inverter Unit) 
5 Year Decrease Rate Year 0 5 Years 10 Years 15 Years 20 Years 25 Years 
30% decrease  $693 $485 $340 $238 $166 $116
15% decrease  $693 $589 $501 $426 $362 $307
Source:  Synthesis analysis of industry data 
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Figure 18 below illustrates the point at which the numbers derived in both the bottom-up and 
top-down projections from Tables 5 and 9 will cross the $182 DOE target.   
 
Figure 18:  Projected Time DOE Single Inverter Cost Target Will Be Realized (Starting from 
current “Year 0”, assuming 100,000 unit per annum production) 
 

 
 
Source:  Synthesis Partners (2011) 
 
Synthesis concludes, based on the integrated bottom-up and top-down analysis, that it will take 
between 15 and 18 years to reach the DOE cost target of $182 for a single motor inverter.   
 
In other words, absent technological or manufacturing breakthroughs that radically change the 
design or manufacture of power inverters, DOE’s cost goal of $182 is estimated to be realized 
by 2026 at the earliest.  This is a core projection based on the entirety of the research and 
analysis produced in this study. 
 
Recommendations 
 
The following are technical research items identified during the course of the study.  These 
items are not endorsed by any source identified in this study, nor do they reflect the views of 
DOE: 
 

 A specific assessment as to when and how the projected inverter supply chokepoints will 
occur, based on competing demands from the solar and wind industries is 
recommended.  This potential high-impact chokepoint may be addressed proactively to 
meet the power inverter interests of OEMs. 
 

 A DOE-led effort to capture real-world drive cycle information of P/HEVs and to store 
that information in a database that can be easily used by a variety of OEMs appears to 
provide long-term value from a programmatic paths-to-cost-reduction point of view. 
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 The variety of inverter producers’ design and engineering approaches creates 
opportunities for the USG and others to coordinate the collaborative activities needed to 
establish industry standards.   

 
o Clarification of design standards in the 2012-2013 timeframe could carry 

significant weight in enabling maximum possible focus on specific cost reductions 
by suppliers working within the five to seven year automotive design cycle.  This 
may present a key opportunity for DOE to engage with industry.  

 
 Given that cost reduction strategies vary according to how OEMs and their suppliers 

define, gather data, and coordinate activities regarding specific vehicles and drive 
cycles, a new type of collaboration among industry, government and the non-profit 
sector may be feasible. 
 

o Specifically, it is plausible that a particular challenge, e.g., “achieve a 20-40% 
cost reduction through close OEM - supplier coordination in the context of a 
representative drive cycle,” could be addressed through a focused roundtable 
format, managed as a “relay race”.  It is envisioned that each roundtable would 
represent a different team in a cost-reduction relay race, and would consist of 
OEM, Tier 1 and Tier 2 participants.  Each team would be informed by detailed 
drive-cycle and system reliability data from DOE-National Lab simulations and 
evaluation studies and would be challenged to identify paths to cost reduction in 
power electronics.   
 

o The detailed data inputs, common objectives, and shared understandings 
(e.g., regarding a specific vehicle and drive-cycle type) may engender greater 
cooperation and coordination, leading to the creation of novel and innovative   
cost reduction approaches.   

 
 The hybrid market may not grow at the rate currently projected, even if gas prices 

continue to increase, thus reducing the opportunity for volume-related inverter cost 
reductions.  An assessment of how and under what conditions the necessary P/HEV 
sales is most likely to occur is recommended to assist DOE’s work in planning for the 
future.  A number of factors will affect the hybrid market, including the price of fuel and 
the increasing fuel efficiency of automobiles with conventional drivetrains (which in some 
cases provide mileage competitive with hybrid vehicles).    
 

 The relative impact of various scenarios of P/HEV vehicle demand, which exist in the 
open literature and DOE research programs, on the assumptions built into this study is a 
topic for study.  It would be particularly useful if such varying demand scenarios were 
assessed in combination with a review of this study’s prediction regarding emerging 
inverter supply chokepoints. 
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Sayeed.ahmed@infine
on.com 
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Director Business 
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mark.bellinger@infine
on.com 
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Director, Business 
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America   X 586-215-5641 

Mark.bellinger@infine
on.com 
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DeBardelaben 
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Technologies President X   703-414-5665 jd@ivysys.com 

Scott Ellsworth Ricardo  X X  734-272-9508 
Scott.Ellsworth@ricard
o.com 

Abas Goodarzi US Hybrid President X X X 310-212-1200 abas@ushybrid.com 

Meg Hardon Infineon 
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Relations Advisor 
Kelley Drye & Warren 
LLP X X X 202-343-8470 

mhardon@kelleydrye.
com 

Monty Hayes Delphi 
Manager, Advanced 
Power Electronics X  X 765-451-3734 

monty.b.hayes@delph
i.com 

Lisa Hardwick Delphi 
Plant Supervisor-
Manager X  X 765-451-2550  

Dennis Heath Delphi 
Product Quality 
Manager X  X 765-451-2553 

dennis.j.heath@delphi
.com 

Gilbert Hernandez Enova 
Government 
Compliance Manager X   

310-527-2800 
x 128 

ghernandez@enovasy
stems.com 

Lukas Interfurth 
ABB 
Semiconductors 

Head of Media 
Relations X   

+41 58 585 47 
07 

lukas.inderfurth@ch.a
bb.com 

Chuck Kaufman 
Phoenix 
International President X X  701-282-9364 

ckaufman@phoeintl.c
om 

Greg Kolwich FEV 
Manager, Value 
Engineering Services X X  

248-373-6000 
x 2411 Kolwich@fev-et.com 

Mark Korich GM 
Engineering Group 
Manager X X  310-257-3634 Mark.korich@gm.com 

Kevin Larsen 
Phoenix 
International 

Power Electronics 
Sales and Marketing 
Mgr X X X 701-451-3909 klarsen@phoeintl.com 
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Name Company Title 
Mode of Contact Telephone 

Number Email Address Email Telephone Site Visit* 

Bob Last FEV 

Vice President-
Operations and 
Communications X   248.373.6000 blast@fev.com 

Franco Leonardi Ford  X   
(313) 390-
6923 fleonar2@ford.com 

Scott Leslie Powerex Chief Technologist X   
(408) 382-
7500 sleslie@pwrx.com 

David Loken 
Phoenix 
International 

Electronic Design 
Engineer II X  X 701-451-3704 

Lokendavidm@phoein
tl.com 

John Lutz UQM VP Technology X X X 
(303) 278-
2002 jlutz@uqm.com 

Larry Machak ATS General Manager X   
239-768-0757 
 

lmachak@americantra
ction.com 

Rich Melton Semikron 
Engineering Manager, 
Product Development X   

603-883-8102 
x 111 

rich.melton@semikron
.com 

Bruce Moor Delphi 

Manager, Government 
Programs 
Advanced Product & 
Business Development X X X 765-451-3699 

bruce.moor@delphi.co
m 

Ron Moore Bosch Engineering Director X   734-979-3085 
Ron.Moore@us.bosch
.com 

John Oenick 
Phoenix 
International 

Director, Power 
Electronics X X  

701-451-3948/ 
3800 joenick@phoeintl.com 

Viktor Pfeuffer 
Magna E-Car 
Systems 

Program Manager, 
Inverters X X   

viktor.pfeuffer@magna
ecar.com 

Godfried Puts 
Centric 
AutoMotive 

Operations/Product 
Manager X   

+31 6 1331 
2017 

godfried.puts@centric.
eu 

Brad Skrtich 
Phoenix 
International  X X  701-282-9364 

skrtichbradlyj@phoeint
l.com 

Sean Slusser Infineon 

VP, Automotive 
Business North 
America X X X 734-779-5040 

Shawn.slusser@infine
on.com 

Greg Smith GM  X X   
Gregory.3.smith@gm.
com 

Beth Sommers 
Magna E-Car 
Systems Government Affairs X X  248-470-9283 

beth.sommers@magn
aecar.com 

Jason Weishaar 
Phoenix 
International 

Power Electronics 
Sales and Marketing 
Mgr X  X 701-451-3670 

Weishaar.jasonr@john
deere.com 
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Name Company Title 
Mode of Contact Telephone 

Number Email Address Email Telephone Site Visit* 

Andy Wieland 
Phoenix 
International Mechanical Engineer X X  701-282-9364 

awieland@phoeintl.co
m 

Bob Wimmer Toyota 

National Manager, 
Technical and 
Regulatory Affairs  X  202-463-6843 

robert_wimmer@tma.t
oyota.com 

        
* Includes meetings at conferences 
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Appendix D 

Academic and Government Contacts 
 

Name School/Agency Department/Title 
Mode of Contact Telephone 

Number Email Address Email Telephone Site Visit* 

Dr. Juergen Biela 

ETH 
(Eidgenössische 
Technische 
Hochschule) 
Zurich 

Laboratory for High 
Power Electronic 
Systems  
 
 X    biela@lem.ee.ethz.ch 

Tim Burress ORNL 

Electronics and Electric 
Machinery Research 
Group X X X 865-346-1216 burressta@ornl.gov 

Dr. Ali Emadi** 
Illinois Institute 
of Technology 

Power Electronics and 
Motor Drives 
Laboratory X X  312-567-8940 emadi@iit.edu 

Dr. Omar Hegazy 
Vrije Universiteit 
Brussel 

Department of ETEC 
(Electrical Engineering 
and Energy) X    

Omar.Hegazy@vub.ac
.be 

Dr. Peter 
Sandborn 

University of 
Maryland 

CALCE Electronic 
Products and Systems 
Center X X  301-405-3167 sandborn@umd.edu 

        
* Includes meetings at conferences 
**Note:  Dr. Emadi is in the process of moving to McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, to establish the Canada Excellence Research Chair in 
Hybrid Powertrain.  He will assume his duties there this summer. (http://mech.mcmaster.ca/faculty/about_emadi.html)  
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Appendix E 
Interview Technical Questions 

On the Fundamentals 

1. Are there any fundamental differences between power inverters for HEVs and for EVs? 

On Cost Drivers 

2. What are the primary cost drivers for power inverters for HEV/EV motor-drive systems? 

3. What is the relative importance of these cost drivers today? 

4. How does your characterization of the cost drivers change, if you include assembly and 
integration with the motor drive system.  

5. What is your projection regarding the status of your cost driver ranking within the next 3-
5 years? 

6. How do specific trends, data and factors that relate to the current and future (3-5 year) 
costs of specific power inverter components, sub-components, sub-assemblies or 
architectures affect your interpretation of the cost drivers? 

7. Please provide as detailed a break-out of the cost drivers, by sub-components or 
assemblies, of power inverters for HEV/EV motor-drive applications as possible. 

On Developing Inverter Requirements and Information Sharing 

8. Who defines inverter requirements? 

9. Which key suppliers/customers work with you on defining these requirements? 

10. What aspects or elements of these requirements are negotiated – how does that 
process work? 

11. What requirements are predefined or non-negotiable by the OEM? 

12. What type of information is shared between OEMs and Tier X manufacturers? 

13. What type of information should be shared between OEMs and Tier X manufacturers, 
but is not? 

14. Please provide a range of possible cost impacts (or cost-impact parameters) for each 
major stage of the requirements definition process? E.g.: 

a. What are the cost impacts – today and in 3-5 years – of non-negotiable or 
predefined requirements? 

b. What are the cost impacts – today and in 3-5 years – of the current requirements 
definition process? 
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c. How can collaboration lead to cost reduction – today and in 3-5 years – by 
integrating requirements at the beginning, middle and end of the requirements 
definition process? 

On Performance vs. Cost Specifications and Trade-Offs 

15. Are automotive inverters currently over-engineered or overdesigned for their intended 
use?   

16. What would the cost impact be of designing power inverters to the minimum possible 
performance specs? 

17. What would be the performance impact be of designing power inverters to minimum 
possible cost specs?  

On DOE’s Notional Cost Targets 

18. Do you consider the published DOE 2015 target cost goal for a 55 kW peak power 
inverter of $275 cost  @ 100,000 units per year to be an attainable goal?  If not, why 
not?  

19. If the DOE goal is not a reasonable target, what would be your recommendation for 
maximum cost reduction by 2015?  2020? 

Paths to Cost Reduction, Current and Next Five (5) Years 

20. What design, development and manufacturing strategies would you suggest to achieve 
specific cost reductions (10%, 20%, 30%), over the next 3-5 years (in % or $ related to 
specific components or subcomponents)? 

21. What impact might requirements or developments in non-automotive industries – e.g., 
wind or photo-voltaic – have on the cost of HEV/EV motor-drive power inverters? 

22. What impact will wide band-gap semiconductor (WBGS) materials have on inverter 
design/cost and associated costs (reduced cooling requirements, etc.), in 3-5 years? 

23. What do you see as the best way to transition the latest cost reduction approaches in 
inverter technology into vehicles currently being produced? 

24. What are the types and examples of standardization approaches in inverter design 
and/or components that would allow for economies of scale and reduced cost? 

25. All other things remaining constant, what volume of production would be necessary to 
reduce inverter costs to OEM by (e.g.) 15%, 20%, 30% or more? 

  


